Abstract -This paper proposes an algorithm for determining critical generator lists using accelerating power and synchronizing power coefficient (SPC), and critical generator group (CGG) from CGG candidates, which is a combination of critical generators. The accurate determination of CGG provides a more accurate energy margin while providing system operator with information of possible unstable generator group. Classical transient energy function (TEF) method selects the critical generators with big corrected kinetic energy of each generator at the moment of fault removal. However, the generator with small acceleration after fault, that is, the generator with small corrected kinetic energy, is also likely to belong to CGG if the generator has small synchronizing power. The proposed algorithm has been verified to be effective compared with the classical TEF method. We utilized the power system of Korean Electric Power Corporation(KEPCO) as a test system.
Introduction
While investment in the construction of transmission network has been insignificant throughout the world, the electrical load has continued to grow. Therefore, it becomes necessary to improve operation technology through real-time security assessment. It is essential to continuously monitor whether stability can be maintained in the system for credible contingency by performing real-time evaluation of transient stability. Transient instability occurs when there is big disturbance in the system and is closely related to the size and nature of disturbance. The evaluation of transient stability aims to check whether the generator can maintain the synchronism against large disturbances like three line-to-ground faults.
Transient energy function (TEF) method is a very powerful transient stability analysis tool in terms of calculating speed compared with time stimulation method. Since the accurate calculation of transient energy and potential energy, and the accurate selection of critical generator group (CGG) affect the accurate evaluation of transient stability in TEF method, many studies have been conducted regarding these issues [1] - [4] . Some reports have posited that the accuracy of stability margin has improved through the introduction of the concept of corrected transient energy function. The accurate selection of CGG is the most fundamental issue for the evaluation of on-line transient stability.
The single machine equivalent (SIME) method [2] , [3] is also suggested as an evaluation method for on-line transient stability. Since SIME method uses time simulation method, which calculates rotor angles until CGG reaches instability, it determines in advance the CGG offline and uses it on-line. Therefore, it is very vulnerable to system environment. Classical TEF method prepares the candidate list of CGGs using kinetic energy. In this case, since CGG candidates are determined only with corrected kinetic energy, generators with small corrected kinetic energy and small synchronizing power are omitted from the CGG candidate lists.
Classical Power System Model
In this section, theoretical backgrounds of TEF method are overviewed [5] .
The power into the network at node i, which is the electrical power output of machine i, is given by
In eq. (1), the admittance matrix terms used must correspond to the network conditions for which the electrical power ei P is computed. If the disturbance is a fault, prefault, faulted, and post-fault networks have different Y matrices. The swing equations of generators are given by the following:
Where i H is the inertia constant for generator i in Mws/MVA and i ω and R ω is the speed of the generator and the reference speed, respectively.
Center of Inertia (COI) Formulation
In the eq. (2), the generator's angles and speeds are given with respect to a synchronous frame of reference. The COI is defined as follows:
. . The motion of the COI is defined by the following equation:
The generators' angles and speeds relative to the COI are defined by the following:
. .
The motion equation of the system becomes the following:
.
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The COI variables satisfy the equality constraints, as shown below:
Eq. (6) represents the dynamics of the post-disturbance system.
Corrected Kinetic Energy
The kinetic energy associated with the gross motion of a group of k machines having angular speeds 1 2 3 , , ,
is the same as the kinetic energy at COI. The speed of the inertial center of that group and its kinetic energy are given by the following:
The disturbance splits the generators of the system into two groups: the critical generators and the rest of the generators. The two groups' inertial centers have inertia constants and angular speeds In addition, the corresponding kinetic energy is as follows:
Energy Margin and Transient Stability Assessment
The transient energy function is defined by the following; 
Where cr V is the critical energy, which is the potential energy at the controlling unstable equilibrium point (UEP), and cl V is the transient energy at the end of disturbance.
Substituting for cr V and cl V from eq. (11), we have the following:
The degree of stability can be obtained if V Δ is normalized with respect to the corrected kinetic energy at the end of disturbance.
Determination of CGG
The decision on the correct controlling UEP is very important for the exact calculation of the energy margin. As CGG is a set of generators tending to separate from the system, generators with advanced angles at the fault clearing instance are considered to be critical generator candidates [10] . Generators with small advanced angles at the moment of fault clearing can have small synchronizing power. As generators with small synchronizing power also tend to separate from the system, such generators should be included as CGG candidates.
Configuration of OMIB
Transient stability refers to the problem of dynamic interaction of transient energy between two generator groups: the generator group tending to separate from the system and the rest of the generators.
Generators that belong to each group can be reduced to one-machine equivalent generator, as shown in eqs. (15) and (16), using the principle of COI. The two coherent generator groups can be reduced into one-machine equivalent generator using each weighted average.
Where M: generator inertia coefficient δ: phase angle of generator k: index of generator CR: a set of generators tending to separate from the system SYS: a set of generators remaining stable in the system Since the reduced system consists of two incoherent generators, the generator phase angle, inertia coefficient, mechanical input, and electric output of the OMIB system must be defined in order to reduce these two incoherent generators into an OMIB system. 
max P can be interpreted as a degree of strength with which the generator is connected to the system. The deceleration of the machine is dependent on the SPC and inertia H. Therefore, the SPC at point G and the accelerating power eA eB P P − can be an excellent index showing how the machine is tending to separate from the system. The RAS is defined by the ratio of the accelerating power to the SPC, as in eq. (23).
eA eB
Selection of Candidate Generators for the Selection of CGG Using RAS
To calculate the RAS as described in eq. (23), this study created as many OMIB as the number of generators and calculated the RAS for each case by assuming each generator as a critical generator and the others as the stable generator group. This led to improved results compared with the method that uses only acceleration.
The procedure to determine the candidates of CGG using the RAS is given as follows.
(1) Determine the system voltage, generator output, and generator phase angle from the power flow calculation. (2) On fault condition, reduce the system to OMIB system for each generator and calculate the accelerating power for each generator while the phase angle of generator is fixed. (7) Among the CGG candidates, the one with the lowest normalized potential energy margin is selected as CGG. This CGG decides the controlling UEP.
Where
Algorithm for Determining CGG
The sequence for determining CGG is as follows. That is, determine the phase angle of the COI for one generator and for all the remaining generators. This is the preliminary procedure of the following process that configures OMIB by assuming each one as advance generator. The candidates of critical generators are selected up to the 12th place because time simulation results show that the generators tending to separate from the system do not exceed the 12 generators in the KEPCO system. If the candidate generator is designated up to the 12th place and the generators with the same type, located at the same site, and connected to the same generator bus are assumed as one generator group, the number of critical generators can be reduced to three to five. If the number of critical generators is 3, then the number of CGG candidates is 7; consequently, if the number of critical generators is 5, the number of CGG candidates is 31.
Application Results
To verify the proposed algorithm, the KEPCO system was used for the application. The severity of line accident may differ depending on the location of the fault. The contingency of three-phase-to-ground fault and removal of the faulted line was assumed in the study. Table 1 shows the comparative results of selecting CGG by different methods: PSS/E time simulation, classical TEF method, and the proposed method. In the first and seventh cases, classical TEF method could not determine the appropriate CGG, whereas the proposed method generated the same CGG as the PSS/E time simulation method. The classical TEF method produced different CGG as that of the proposed and PSS/E time simulation methods, especially in cases 3, 10, and 11.
Conclusion
The concept of RAS was proposed for fast selection of critical generators, which is the most important procedure in selecting the accurate CGG, and thus the accurate control of UEP. The proposed algorithm for selecting CGG was applied to the KEPCO system, and we observed that it has better performance compared with the classical TEF method.
